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About the Author 
 

                                                                          

Richard Kohler 
 

Rich Kohler is a dynamic and entertaining speaker and            
presenter who has created and presented award-winning, child 
safety programs world-wide since 1997. 

Mr. Kohler is considered one of the leading experts on child 

abduction safety and bully avoidance in the State of Connecticut. 
His methods and unique teaching style are very popular among the 
many public and private organizations he has presented to. His 
presentations and seminars have received glowing 

recommendations from Parents, Teachers, Police Officers and Child Psychologists alike.  

Mr. Kohler has extensive experience in personal security and safety awareness. He has been training in 
the martial arts for over 24 years, attaining a 5th degree black belt and an instructorship. He has and 
continues to research the many dimensions of personal safety for children and adults. Mr. Kohler has 
been asked to appear on television and radio, as well as in many publications to discuss his expertise.  

Dedicated to Child Safety, In 1997, due to a personal experience, Mr. Kohler began his mission to help 
keep the children of the world safer.   Mr. Kohler founded Adventures In Safety, LLC., a company that 
creates and develops child safety education programs. The two most popular being “The Journey of the 
Steal-Proof Master” and “The Bully-Proof Master”  

In 2003, Mr. Kohler along with Sunrise Pictures created and produced the Award-Winning (Children’s 

Education) movie “ Journey of the Steal-Proof Master” .  This movie and its 
program are currently being presented in six different countries and by over 700 
organizations.  

Mr. Kohler is Owner and Manager of Richard Kohler’s Elite Karate & Commando 
Krav Maga and Adventures In Safety, LLC.  
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Introduction 
 

Welcome to the “Journey of the Steal-Proof Master” program.  You are 

joining a growing number of concerned parents, educators, and caregivers 

who are providing a valuable service to our children’s personal safety. 

This program is invaluable for anyone interested in taking a normally 

uncomfortable and frightening topic and making it visual, stimulating and 

challenging for its participants. 

The “Steal-Proof Master” program stresses the ability to recognize 

danger before it becomes physical, unlike many programs that focus on 

various physical responses that must be practiced extensively to become 

realistically effective. 

I realize the need for trained physical responses and offer simplified 

examples, but firmly believe that a child must understand the importance of 

awareness, intuition, and instincts as the greatest weapons for their safety. 

Using the vehicle of fantasy adventure, the child is introduced to: 

• The 10 most common lures 

• How to respond appropriately 

You will: 

• Learn and teach simple, yet powerful tools 

• Not teach to frighten, but to empower 

• Be visual, creative and convincing 

Remember that the curriculum must be practiced repeatedly for 

maximum retention and effectiveness.  This program was created to inspire 

children to want to learn.  Do not be surprised to see your child practicing and 

acting out the various behaviors associated with each evil warrior.  This is 

such a valuable aspect to the “Steal-Proof Master” program, children revisiting 

each persuasive lure, learning to recognize them and in return maintaining an 

important awareness.                                                                                                     Page 5 
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Section One 

How the program works 
 

Children learn best when they are truly interested and stimulated by the 

curriculum being offered.  “The Steal-Proof Master” program utilizes 

children’s attraction to fantasy adventure as a means to introduce sometimes 

frightening, yet valuable and necessary material.  Using fantasy evil warriors, 

children are taught ten of the most common lures used by child predators.   

• The children are taken on a pretend journey led by Eldred, the 

wizard of Mazak and his two young apprentices.  They encounter 

and learn to recognize the ten evil warriors (lures).   

The children are challenged to remember all ten evil warriors and their 

behaviors on their quest to become steal-proof masters. 

The Steal-Proof Master program stresses a teaching environment that 

promotes communicating valuable safety education through visual, auditory, 

and physical senses.  Children learn that their brain is their best weapon! 

The Benefits of Role-Playing Scenarios 
  

 When teaching any stress-related subject, there is no substitute for 

scenario training.  Scenario-based role-playing is a very valuable tool.  This 

allows the student to not only hear the instructions, but to see and feel them 

as well, allowing them to learn and perform the proper responses n a 

somewhat realistic situation.  Most home-based safety talks between parents 

and their children lack this important aspect of learning.  The more realistic 

the role-play, the better.                                                                                               
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The Role-Playing Team 
 

 

 The role-playing team can consist of a number of different people 

depending on the size of the audience, amount of time, and resources 

available.  Ordinarily the team would consist of a lead presenter 

(parent/teacher) and at least one adult (child predator).  Of course parents 

teaching their child (children) will probably not have another adult easily 

accessible-but it would make for a better presentation. 

 

 The Lead Presenter will be the role-playing guide.  The presenter 

should be enthusiastic, creative, and animated (parents, do your best).  The 

presenter will also set up the scenarios for each of the evil warriors and guide 

them to respond properly.  The more realistic the better, but keep in mind the 

age of the child and teach accordingly. 

 

 Adult Assistants (child predators-evil warriors) will act out each lure 

scenario with the child and the presenter.  The assistant(s) should create a 

stimulating and persuasive lure to give the child a realistic situation to react 

to.  (Age should determine the intensity) 
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Section Two 

Role-Playing Scenarios 
 

 

                                                     Gift-Giver          
 

Presenter:  “Should we accept gifts from grown-ups without our parent’s 
permission?  NO!  We should always ask our parents first, before accepting a gift.  
Now sometimes our friends (children) will offer us a small gift like at school or 
something and that might be okay, but if a grown-up (especially someone we 
don’t know) approaches us we must keep our distance (two giant steps) and run 
away.  Should we tell someone?  YES, we should tell our parents or trusted adult 
what they looked like.” 

SCENARIO:   

Assistant (Gift Giver): approaches child and offers a gift (example: Gold pin) 

to build trust with the child and lure the child away.  Assistant should be nice 

and persuasive. 

Child (guided by the presenter):  backs two giant steps away from the evil 

warrior, turns and runs to a parent or trusted adult, telling them what has 

happened and what the grown-up looks like. 

Presenter:  “Remember to never accept gifts without permission from a parent 
and when you take those two giant steps back, make sure you yell, “I don’t know 
you, don’t come near me!” and then you can run if you have to.  Great job, that’s 
exactly what Grimbold and Silver would do.”                                                            Page 8 
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                                              Friendly           
   

 

Presenter:  “Do you like it when you get lots of attention?  Of course you do.  
Eldred taught Grimbold and Silver that although most grown-ups are nice, they 
must keep their distance from grown-ups who approach them when they are not 
with a parent or trusted adult, even if they are acting friendly.” 

SCENARIO:    

The presenter sets up the scenario so that the child is at a playground and is 

upset with his or her playmates.  The child wanders off a little to be alone. 

Assistant (Friendly):  approaches child who is upset and needing empathy.  

“What’s wrong, why are you sad?  I don’t like it when kids are sad.  Come here, I 
can make you happy!” 

The child (guided by the presenter) keeps distance, turns and runs! 

Presenter:  “The rule is that we never go anywhere with anybody without a 
parent’s permission.  Would Grimbold and Silver go anywhere without 
permission?  NO WAY!” 
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                                         Game Player                

 

Presenter:  “Do you like to play games?  Grimbold and Silver do too.  Most 
games are fun to play, we just have to know which ones are not fun.  What if a 
grown-up wants to play a game with us that makes us feel uncomfortable?  
Remember, our amulets start to glow inside of us when we get that weird 
feeling.”  

 “There are some rules we need to know that have to do with our bodies.  
We must know that nobody should try to touch us in our private areas.  That is 
against the rules!  They are called our private areas because they are ours and 
nobody else’s (the private areas are those covered by our bathing suit)  If 
somebody wants to touch yours or wants you to touch theirs, you say, NO!  Then 
you get away and tell your parents or trusted adult-somebody who will help you.  
Sometimes the Game Player evil warrior will tell you to keep it a secret or else.  
We should never keep secrets that make us feel bad or sad.” 

“TELL YOUR PARENT OR PARENTS!” 

SCENARIO: 

Assistant (Game Player): 

Plays hide- and- seek with a piece of candy or any object.  The assistant is 

really going to challenge the child to find the object that is going to be hidden 

on various parts of the body (in the closed hand, under the arm, in the hair, 

and finally deep in the pocket). 

Obviously, we do not let the child put their hand in the pocket to retrieve the 

object. 

Presenter:  “Never play a game that makes your amulet glow!”                      Page 10 
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                                              Helpless              

Presenter:  “Grimbold and Silver are Eldred’s helpers.  Do you like to be 
helpers?  Most children do and that is a good thing- to help other people.  
Sometimes we help our friends at school or our parents at home.  What we have 
to remember is that when a grown-up asks us for help we have to make sure 
that he or she is not an evil warrior.  We can do that by asking our parents or a 
trusted adult before helping any grown-ups.” 

“Remember that the evil warriors are experts at their tricks.  They will say 
things like, “Can you help me find my kitten?” or “Can you help me put this 
package in my car?” or even “Can you come over here and give me directions?”   

“Always ask first!  Adults should be asking adults for help, not children.” 

SCENARIO: 

Assistant (Helpless): 

Pretends to pull up alongside the child in an imaginary car.  

 “Hey kid, how do you get to the nearest gas station?  What’s that, I can’t hear 

you,  come closer.”    

Child (guided by the presenter):  maintains distance from the grown-up.  The 

child should ignore the grown-up or tell him/her to ask another adult.  The 

child should maintain the distance (two giant steps and even more now).  If 

the adult continues to approach the child, the child should run (in the opposite 

direction of the vehicle) and scream, “I don’t know you!” 

Presenter (be sure to experiment with other examples for your 
scenarios):  “Children really like to be helpers.  Eldred told Grimbold and Silver 
to always keep that distance and to ask right away for permission before helping 
an adult.”                                                                                                                                           
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                                                     Leader             
 

Presenter:  “Your parents have taught you to do as you’re told.  Unfortunately, 
the Leader evil warrior uses this respect to trick you into doing something that is 
wrong.  Do not let his tricks fool you.  You know that you need permission to go 
anywhere.  If an adult tells you to do something that makes you feel 
uncomfortable or weird because you know it is wrong, tell him “NO” and go tell 
your parents or trusted adult.” 

SCENARIO: 

The presenter sets the child in a scenario where they are momentarily by 

themselves.  

Assistant (Leader): 

Approaches the child and introduces him/herself as a police officer.  

 “Listen, somebody has been breaking some things around here and I think 
you can help me out.  Just come with me so I can ask you some questions.  If you 
don’t come you are going to be in big trouble.” (shows a badge) 

The child (guided by the presenter) keeps a distance and asks the supposed 

police officer where his police car is with all the lights and also tells the officer 

that the rule is not to go anywhere without proper permission. 

Presenter:  “A real police officer would respect the fact that a child won’t go 
with someone without a parent or trusted adult.  A fake badge is pretty easy to 
find.  Remember, whenever you say “NO” to a grown-up it is very important that 
you tell your mom or dad so they can find out why you felt uncomfortable and 
your amulet began to glow.  Is anyone’s amulet glowing?”                                
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                                                     Messenger            
 

Presenter:  “ Now, you know we don’t have horse-drawn carriages anymore, 

but we have cars and these are what the messenger evil warrior uses.  What is 

the rule about getting into someone’s car without permission?  NO WAY!” 

 “I know some of you have special code words that you would use if your 

parents couldn’t pick you up and that’s a start, but sometimes that code word 

leaks out.  Your parents should not send someone to get you without telling 

you first, maybe by calling you or your school.” 

SCENARIO: 

The presenter creates the scenario that the child is waiting in front of 

the school for a ride home.  The parent is running late and the child is starting 

to get nervous. 

Assistant (Messenger): 

Approaches the child, “Come here quick!  Your mom got in an accident 

and we need to go see her, she really wants to see you.  Let’s go.” 

The child (guided by the presenter) makes sure to keep the distance from the 

Messenger, turns and runs to a trusted adult inside the school.  The child tells 

the adult what the Messenger said and looked like. 

Presenter:  “Your parents should always call ahead to inform you of any 
transportation changes.  Remember that we must not get into anyone’s car, even 
someone we know, without permission from our parents or guardian.” 

Page 13 
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                                                    Magician              
 

 

Presenter:  “The Magician doesn’t really know magic, he gains your trust by 
learning things about you, like your name.  That’s why you shouldn’t have your 
name on your clothes or backpack.  Your initials could always be on the inside.  
Remember, just because someone knows your name does not mean they’re to be 
trusted.”   

“The Magician, like other evil warriors, gains your trust by talking with you, 
trying to be your friend.  Grimbold and Silver are careful not to let these tricks 
fool them and you should be careful too.” 

Scenario: 

Assistant (The Magician, is given the name of an unfamiliar child 
beforehand): 

 Approaches the child, calling out the child’s name.  He starts talking 

about other things.  “You remember me, I was at your house last year, at a 

barbecue.  I’m a friend of your dad, don’t you remember?” 

Presenter (guides the child to ignore the Magician and keep the distance 
between them):  “Do not approach a grown-up just because they might know 
your name.  Keep your distance.  Turn and run the other way if you feel 
uncomfortable and you feel that amulet glowing.  Tell a trusted adult and 
describe what the grown-up looked like.” 
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                                                  Promiser          
 

Presenter:  “Did anyone ever make a promise to you and not keep it?  Did you 
ever make a promise and not keep it?  Who here has ever promised to clean their 
room and how many times did you actually clean it?” 

“Promises are not always real.  Your amulet should be glowing if someone tries 
to make you believe him with a promise.  Do not be fooled by a grown-up that 
promises you that it would be okay to go with them without your parent’s 
permission.”  

SCENARIO: 

Assistant (Promiser):   

 Approaches the child, “Hi, how are you?  What’s your name?  I’m sorry, 
did I scare you?  I promise I would never want to scare you.  Let me make it up to 
you.  I promise, it’s  okay.”  “Are your amulets glowing?” 

The child (guided by the presenter) takes two steps back from the adult, turns 

and runs to safety.  (could shout, “I don’t know you.”) 
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                                                     Cool             
 

Presenter:  “Do you think if someone is cool that it makes them safe?  What if 
someone has something that’s really cool, can we go see it if they want to show 
us?  Eldred, the wizard, told Grimbold and Silver to be careful not to let someone 
or something cool make us forget about the “Big Rule”.  

 What is the “Big Rule”?  Never go with someone without mom or dad’s 
permission.  Do you remember what helps us see danger?  That’s right, our 
amulets!”  

SCENARIO: 

Assistant (Cool, pretending to have some really cool trading cards in his 
car): 

“Hey kid, come here, you want to see some really cool trading cards?  I have 
them right over there in my car.  Do you want to check them out?” 

The child (guided by the presenter) does not fall for the cool trick.  The child 

knows that he/she should not  go near any car, especially when a trusted adult 

is not nearby.  The child turns and runs to safety to report the incident.  The 

child remembers to give a good description of the possible evil warrior. 
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                                                       Scary         
 

Presenter:  “The Scary evil warrior waits for children to take shortcuts through 
the woods or wander in parking lots or malls by themselves.  Do you think you 
should play outside, out of your parent’s sight without a buddy or friend?  Our 
parents should know where we are at all times and also be able to hear us if we 
ever have to scream.” 

SCENARIO: 

The presenter sets up a scenario where a small child is just wandering about, 

unaware. 

Assistant (Scary): 

 Creates a scene where, with speed and strength, Scary picks up the child 

and runs away.  This demonstrates how easy and fast it can be to get stolen by 

a grown-up. 

Presenter:  “Eldred, the wizard, taught Grimbold & Silver something that they 
always remember, to help them stay safe.  Repeat it after me:  “The Amulet’s 
Glow Will Guide The Way When Our Insight Never Strays. “ 

 “When a grown-up decides to steal a child, he/she looks for three things”: 

1. “He/she must be able to talk to you without your mom or dad 
around.  That’s the first thing an evil warrior needs, ACCESS. 
Say it kids.” 
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2. “Here’s why you want to avoid that shortcut to school or your 
best friend’s house.  An evil warrior will always try to lure you                    
somewhere secluded.  That’s the second thing the warrior 
needs to take a child, PRIVACY.” 
 

3.  “Now your mom and dad are not around and you’re all alone.  
If an evil warrior wants you, you can bet he’s got the third 
and last thing he needs to steal you, AN ESCAPE ROUTE.” 

Section Three 
 

Simplified Physical Responses 
 

Presenter:  “Although Eldred really wanted Grimbold and Silver to use their 
amulets and smarts to keep them safe, he knew that they should also train in 
physical self defense, like martial arts, JUST IN CASE.  Eldred was sure to tell 
Grimbold and Silver that if a grown-up or evil warrior tried to hurt or take them 
they were allowed to do whatever it takes to get away.  This part of the journey 
is where you will learn some of the same moves.” 

PLEASE NOTE:  Physical responses during role-playing are only simulated 

and performed using little or no contact.  Shouting, escape strategies and 

dealing with an adrenaline rush (fear) should be stressed during these 

scenarios.  

Full power striking should be practiced on training pads or with fully 
padded instructors.  
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USING OBJECTS FROM THE ENVIRONMENT 
 

Children should be taught to use whatever is available to get free.  Emphasis 

should be on escaping. 

Set up various scenarios: 

Your child is playing in the front yard or walking down the sidewalk.  A 

predator is not deterred by the reluctance of your child to be tricked.  The 

predator attempts to grab your child. 

Your child can: 

• Scream 

• Do anything to cause a scene 

• Repeatedly swing a backpack to strike the predator 

• Pick up a stick, pencil, pen, etc. to poke the predator. 

• Throw rocks or sand at the predator. 

Your child is approached and grabbed from the front: 

 Your child can use their body weight to drop on their back and begin to 

bicycle kick.  They should scream to attract attention, ie. “I don’t know you, 

leave me alone!”  The child can spin on their back to keep their kicks between 

them and their attacker. 

1. Drop to back 

2. Bicycle kick 

3. Scream 

 

Your child is approached and grabbed by the wrist: 

 Your child is grabbed with a downward facing wrist grab.  The child 

should abruptly jerk their arm and hand upward (in a large circular motion), 

against the attacker’s thumb to break the hold.                                                     
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Your child is approached and grabbed from the front: 

The child can strike the attacker in the groin with an upward swinging kick 

making contact with the instep part of the foot (shoelaces). 

Anytime the attacker exposes his/her eyes as a target during the attack, the 

child should strike the eyes with their fingers, either as a poke or with a 

whipping action. 

1. Kick to groin 

2. Finger strikes to eyes 

ALL PHYSICAL RESPONSES ARE TO CREATE AN ESCAPE. 

 

Section Four 
 

Additional Tips Against Attempted Abduction 
 

IN STORE: 

1. Create attention (scream) 

2. Run 

3. Knock things off shelves 

 

IN PARKING LOT: 

1. Run between cars 

2. Pull door handles/bump cars to set off car alarms 
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   IN CAR: 

You must do everything possible to keep from getting in the car! 

(Scream, bite, pinch, kick, punch, claw, etc.) 

1. Climb into the backseat and try to escape out one of the 

back doors. 

2. Pull wires from under the dashboard 

3. Blow horn, create noise  

4. When the car stops or slows down, grab the wheel or  

press the gas pedal to create a slow speed collision. (This 

is better than going to a second location.) 

IN CAR TRUNK: 

1. Kick and break tail lights 

2. Pull tail light wires 

  

WHAT IF YOU GET LOST: 

1. When going to the store or carnival, etc. determine 

where you’ll meet if you get lost. 

2. Know your personal information (phone numbers, 

address, 911, parents’ names) 

3. Go to the store cashier with your personal information.  

If he/she is not able to help, find a mother with 
children to help you find your parent or guardian.   

                       DO NOT WANDER! 

4.  When using a public restroom, a child should have a 

buddy with them or an aware parent.  Send the child in 

to determine who is in the restroom and report to the 

guardian.  The guardian should be aware and within 

earshot.  PUBLIC RESTROOMS CAN BE VERY 

DANGEROUS!                                                    
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 AT HOME: 

• If a child is left at home alone, all doors and windows should 

be locked. 

• The child should be told to not open the door for anyone, 

unless previously instructed to by a parent or guardian. 

• When answering the phone, the child should be taught to 

never tell, if there are no adults present at home. 

 

INTERNET: 

There are many resources available now for parents to track their 

children’s activity on the internet.  I encourage parents to look into a 

suitable program for them. 

• All computers that are accessed by children should be located in 

areas of the home that are frequented often. 

I do not recommend internet access in a child’s room! 

Evil warriors, whether they are in person or on the internet, are still evil 

warriors.   Never fall for their tricks!  Never break the rule! 

 

Child abduction safety education is unfortunately a necessary part of parenting 
in today’s world. 

You now have a revolutionary new tool to empower your children and give them 
the safe and happy life they deserve! 
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Frequently Asked Questions 
 

Q.   Are EVIL WARRIORS only men and strangers? 

A.   Most evil warriors are men, but not always.  There are women evil warriors 
as well.  The Steal-Proof Master program teaches children that it is not what 
someone looks like or who they are that makes them an evil warrior, but their 
behavior that makes them one. 

 

Q.   What makes the Steal-Proof Master program different or better than all of 
the others? 

A.   The Steal-Proof Master program was created so that children could learn 
valuable safety education through a medium that really interests them.  They 
are motivated to learn and retain the information.  This program is truly 
“edutational”, education disguised as entertainment.  Parents, guardians, and 
educators now have a superior tool to teach children the persuasive behaviors of 
today’s child predators. 

 

Q.   What is the difference between the Role-playing program and the movie, 
Journey of the Steal-Proof Master? 

A.  The Award-Winning movie, Journey of the Steal-Proof Master offers children 
a visual and auditory learning experience.  The fantasy-adventure engages the 
child and creates visual associations with characters and inappropriate 
behaviors.  This creates a lasting effect that enables the child to recognize 
potential predators by their lures.  

 Parents, this movie is incredibly SELF-EDUCATING for children. 

The Role-Playing program is taught to the child and allows the child to FEEL the 
scenarios.  When it comes to effective training, it is necessary to act out           
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potential  situations and guide the child to demonstrate the correct response.  
This program also allows the child to learn practical physical self protection 
skills, creating an even better defense against predators. 

Together, the JSPM movie and the Role-Playing program provide a strong and 
empowering education and defense for your child’s battle against the “Evil 
Warriors” of the world. 

Click here for your very own, Journey of the Steal-Proof Master adventure. 
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